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In late spring of 1995, Noranda Mining 6 Exploration of 

Rouyn- Noranda, assigned M. C. Exploration Services of S. 

Porcupine, ON, near 230Km of exploration work to be done 

comprised of the following; Line Cutting, Total Field Magnetic 

and Horizontal Loop Electromagnetic surveys. The entire project 

covers an area in each of McQuibban, Sangster and Potter 

Townships, covering in parts Porcupine and Larder Lake Mining 

Divisions, northeastern Ontario. This report covers the 

McQuibban 1-94 Grid in McQuibban Township where near 42Km of 

surveying is assessed.

The encouraging results from the Airborne Survey conducted 

by Noranda prompted the exploration company to search for 

possible sulfide bearing zones in the area.
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. O page 01

The McQuibban 1-94 Property, in the Little Abitibi Lake 
Area, was staked by Noranda Mining S Exploration in 1994 
following the results of a favourable airborne survey. A 
baseline of 4800 meters was developed with intervening lines at 
200 meter intervals. Ground traverses were made with 
instruments measuring Total Field Magnetics ( TFM ) and three ( 3 
) frequency Max-Min horizontal electromagnetic ( HLEM ) values. 
Plotted results accompany this report and anomalous conditions 
are commented on.

2 . O E* r-o E* e r t y

2.1 Owner and Description

The McQuibban 94-1 Property comprises five ( 5 ) 
contiguously spread claims over McQuibban Township, and are owned 
by Noranda Mining and Exploration of Rouyn-Noranda, Quebec. The 
five ( 5 ) claims cover near 56 x 16 Hectares on mineral rights 
in the unsurveyed township of McQuibban, Larder Lake Mining 
Division.

FIGURE 1; McQuibban 94-1 Property

McQjbban 94-1 Properly
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2.2 Location and Accessibility p. U2

The McQuibban 94-1 Property of Noranda Mining and Exploration 
is located 35 Kilometers north from highway 652 along the camp 34 
bush access road. Merely 2 Kilometers past the Little Abitibi 
River a right hand turn is made at the 35Km marker. The camp 34 
road is reached by travelling near 50km east of Cochrane, ON, 
along highway 574 which then turns into 652 that leads to the 
Detour Lake Mine.

2.3 Past Exploration

There is no work recorded on the property according to 
assessment files in Kirkland Lake. From the west shore of 
McQuibban Lake where it intersects the north boundary of the 
claims to a point 1.75 miles northwest, a vertical drill hole was 
done by Glencairn Exploration in 1994. It intersected 227ft of 
overburden, mainly grey clay with some sand and boulders, above 
100ft of bedrock which consisted of quartz monzonite and 
granodiorite. The drill core was reported to contain uniformly 
a less than l\ magnetite content but was perhaps strong enough to 
cause a concentric magnetic high which prompted the hole.

3 . O CSeo

3.1 Regional Geology

The area is covered by a thick mantle of overburden mainly 
impenetrable grey clay, the remnants of Lake Ojibway Barlow. The 
property is in the Abitibi subprovince which consist of older 
volcanic rocks invaded by granites and hybrid gneisses of 
variable composition. Some lesser intrusions of ultrabasic rock 
are known to occur as are basic gabbros and diorite. Extensive 
sedimentary packages of predominently greywacke and variations of 
same are found. Iron Formations of variable widths and 
composition are present, usually in close association with
volcanic rocks*.

*The entire assemblage described above is laced with younger 
diabase dykes.



3.2 Property Topography 6 Drainage p. 03

The property is flat overall with a slight topographical 
elevation on the northeast due to an esker. A depression is seen 
along the creek flowing out of McQuibban Lake, having banks 
nearing 20 ft elevations. The outlet of Mcquibban Lake is near 
grid coordinate 1500W/ 600N where McQuibban Creek flows south 
into the Little Abitibi River system which flows north. A 
second creek on the east part of the grid flows north.

3.3 Property Geology

Geophysical crews reported no evidence of outcrop on the 
property which was covered predominantly by black and white 
spruce before clear cutting. Present information infers the 
claims are in granite and gneisses and varieties thereof, with 
perhaps a contact with sediments. A prominent Iron Formation 
crosses the property in an EW direction. Several thin diabase 
dykes trending NS have been outlined by the magnetic survey.

 4 . O Gi

4.1 Line Cutting

The grid was targeted to cover a train of aero EM responses 
by establishing a baseline O+OO/ 12+OOW point at post 2 of claim 
i 1205493. In June, 1995 the baseline was cut ( Azimuth 
NllSDeg.T ) with grid lines turned at 90 Deg . every 200 meters 
from 2800W to 1800E and were cut to the claim boundaries. The 
entire 42 kilometers of picket lines are chained at 25 meter 
intervals .

4.2 Total Field Magnetic Survey Procedure

The entire 42 kilometers of picket lines ( baseline 
inclusive ) were read at 12.5 meter intervals using a GSM-19 
Overhauser precession magnetometer with a .01 nT resolution. The 
total 3391 stations read were smoothed with the base station 
located at grid coordinate 1375W/ 25N ( big white pine tree ) and 
used a reference field of 58620nT. The data ranges from 
49400nT to 60921nT and has a mean value of 58333nT. All readings 
are plotted on plan 2 with a 58000nT base removed and are 
contoured at a 50 nT interval .

Survey procedure/ methods are further described in the 
reports addendum.
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4.3 Total Field Magnetic Survey Results p. J5

The magnetic pattern over the grid ( Plan 2 ) infers a 
persistent Iron Formation completely traversing the grid from 
line 800E to 2800N. The Iron Formation crudely bisects the 
baseline. Three NS diabase dykes are weakly responsive probably 
due to the extensive overburden over the ground, especially an 
exhorbitant amount of horizontal varved clay which is certainly 
present. This material certainly dampens the response of any 
geophysical instrument. The diabase dykes from west to east are 
on line 2600W and on line 0+00. There is a possibility of an 
additional one on line 1400W, but insufficient readings on this 
line, due to the intervening lake make this dyke a supposition 
only. A dyke probably occurs on the east boundary but ideally 
would require an additional line of readings east of the claims.

Magnetic response^ east and west of McQuibban Lake infer an 
underlying acid intrusive, north of the Iron Formation, this 
could be granite of hybrid gneiss or a mixture of both. These 
could have similar responses dependent on composition.

A pronounced low, slightly arcuate, occurs along line 1200E 
and shows similar response in the central portion of line 1000E, 
culminating on the north boundary of the claims at the top of 
line 1400E. A contact of a sedimentary package adjacent to an 
acid intrusion is inferred.

Two parallel northwest trending faults are postulated as a 
result of the developed magnetic pattern. One diverges slightly 
from the path of line 1600W. It deflects the magnetic contours 
northerly in the lower portion of line 1400W and reflects a shift 
of the east limb of the Iron Formation to the north. A 
topographic low with a meandering creek ( with deep clay banks ) 
represents the trace of the fault. The more easterly fault 
starts at the south end of line 400E, crosses the Iron Formation 
on line 200E at the baseline, cuts a diabase dyke on line O, cuts 
through a trough of low magnetic response on line 400W and 
emerges at the north boundary on line 400W.

4.4 HLEM Survey Procedure

The selected instrument for the HLEM survey was the commonly 
used Max-Min 19 with a designated 200 meter coil separation. In 
late June and July, 1995 geophysical crews read near 37 
kilometres with three designated frequencies ( 440, 1760, 3520 Hz 
) sampling 1332 stations along NS ( grid NS ) lines only. The 
HLEM data plotted on plans 3, 4 and 5 are classified as follows;

440HZ 1760HZ 3520Hz 
min max avg min max avg min max avg

Inphase-M-11 to +20, S.7%1,1-25 to +40, 1]^],[-30 to *56, 15*} 
OutphaseO[-14 to + 12, 1.0*],[-25 to +20, -3 0*],[-56 to O0,-15 0̂ l

Additional information on survey procedure/ method is found 
in the reports addendum.



4.5 HLEM Survey Results p. 06

The HLEM survey can be observed on plan maps 3, 4 and 5. 
Both Tnphase and Out.phase elements for all three frequencies are 
labelled and then profiled at a lcn^ 2C^ scale ( positive to the 
west ). There are five aberrant electromagnetic responses 
labelled A to E inclusively which are reviewed.

The recognizable aberrative trend of anomalies A, A, A 
delineates 4600 meters of buried Iron Formation across the 
property. A second anomalous trend B, B 1, B 2 without mag 
association and due to other governing factors is inferred as 
follows; because of the presence of a thick horizontal mass of 
stratified clays beneath a mantle of arenaceous glacial detritus 
( refer to Figure 3 as a case-study, J. Betz, 1976. The HLEM 
survey will be portioned in three separate groupings. The reason 
for this is in the physical properties developed by the max-min 
Outphase response as displayed on the maps ( Plan 3, 4 and 5 ). 
The change in background response on the Outphase element is due 
to abnormal amounts of glacial debris between lines 2000W and
snow.

Anomalies A and B average less than 50 meters to their tops 
near the western limit on all frequencies. They become shallower 
along their axis grid easterly. Anomaly C and C'average less 
than 25 meters to their tops and have a conductivity thickness 
smaller than 2mho's on 1760 and 3520Hz. These factors along with 
the element of being undetected on 440Hz infers a probable source 
of geological noise ( which will be further discussed in the next 
paragraphs, and refer to Figure 3 ).

 Mong anomalies A 1 ^nd B' , centrally located on the grid a 
gridual diminishing of Outphase response is observed. This is 
' In-? to gradual changes in the nature of glacial mantle. These 
anomalies appear to be bound by faults at their limits ( east and 
west ).

On the east segment of the grid an increase of conductivity 
on all three frequencies ( more than lOmho's ) is observed. 
This is interpreted as due to an increase in sand and gravel till 
spread from a southern lobe of outwash, at the southern margin of 
a mantle of glacial detritus.

Anomaly D and D 1 , have no substantial conductivity 
thicknesses with a shallow depth. Therefore we probably have a 
buried subterranean promontory of bedrock.



Figure 3; Example of Geological Noise p.07

EXAMPLES OF GEOLOGICAL NOISE

5 . O ons

A valid suggestion would be to investigate the Iron 
Formation which is so evident from the magnetic survey. It is a 
'new* Iron Formation which has never been investigated and is 
readily accessible for drilling equipment. Sometimes gold 
accumulates in fractured portions of brittle Iron Formations. A 
hole is recommended on line 1600W to intersect the faulted Iron 
Formation which * to further assess the premise, reference should 
be made to various gold mines where Iron Formation occurs.

It does not appear that there is any outward outstanding 
feature to recommend this property for further investigation. 
Deterrents to further work are many and varied. Minor 
improvements could be made by expanding the survey over missed 
portions in freeze up but little information of significance 
would be gained. Some additional line coverage to the east would 
perhaps outline an additional diabase and might support the 
inference of another fault.

* assumed to be near vertical or nearly so. 

DATE; September 10, 1995.

W. Gilman R.J. Daigle
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Grid Company

Anomalyr A"

Al

A2

B

Bl

B2

C

CI

D

r 01 -
E

L ...
1

Center Axis

2000W/50N

600W/

400W/

600E/

1600E/

2200W/325N

2000W/400N

600W/475N

600E/350N

1200E/225N

2200W/600N

2000W/800N

1200E/550N

1400E/850N

1000W/450S

Width

^1M

Urn

am
it

tl

li

^lm

< 1m

11

tl

li

li

I/p
-1

-25

-15

-78

-19

-3

-17

-19

-28

-18

-4

-27

-23

-6

-9

0/P

-10

-20

-40

-6

-4

-1

-20

-16

-16

-5

-15

-20

-20

-15

-32

*C

0.5

8

4

66

65

17

5

8

15

55

1.5

10

7.5

2

2

d

10M

20m

4m

50m

70m

120

16

30m

28m

64m

12m

20m

20m

16m

10m

V

.01

1.4

0.7

11.8

11

3

0.9

1.4

2.7

10

0.3

1.8

1.3

0.4

0.4

Dip

very narrow, near 1300m strike, faulted easterly, extends

beyond grid w.

very narrow, near 1200m strike, faulted easterly S westerly.

closely coupled with Bl.

near 1500m strike, closely coupled with B2.

near 1100m strike, faulted easterly, extends beyond grid west.

near 1400m strike, faulted easterly 6t westerly.

north shoulder not completly defined (off line anomaly) and

shows near 700m sinuous strike length.

D S D' show a near 500m NE striking anomaly and D is closely

coupled with B2.

suspect fault in proximate area, indication of abundance of

overburden, near 500m sinuous trend.

Instrument ;MxMn 19 

Coil Spacing ; 200m

Sheet of 1.1

Frequency ;3520 Hz. 

Date ;Sept. 05 .95

d ^ depth = Conductivity Thickness - Response Parameter.



Grid ;Mcquibban 94-L Company ; Noranda Mining 6 Expl

Anomaly

B

1
Bl

B2

1 C Se CI

1

L D

DI

1r ~ ~

Center Axis

2400W/275N

2000W/410N

1000W/460N

800W/430N

400E/375N

600E/350N

2000E/800N

1200E/575N

1400E/850N

Width

1m

^m
very  
narrov

tt

^2m

^lm

^lm

= lm

-1m

I/P

-11

-6

/-19

-11

-25

-23

-1

0/P

-7

-17

-12

-14

-22

-15

-8

  - 

X.

11

2

13

4

8

12

1

d

70m

14m

50m

30m

16m

34m

10m

cr
3.9

0.7

4.7

1.4

3.0

4.3

0.4

Dip

N.V.

tl

If

near 100m strike, extends beyond grid west, faulted easterly.

near 1400m strike, faulted easterly Se westerly comparable to

geological noise. Very narrow near 1600m strike, faulted

westerly extends beyond grid east pinches (get narrow) easterly.

abberations are obscured at N line extremes, near 700m strike.

near 100m strike, trends near NE in conjuction with strong mag

low.

near 100m strike, also occurs within mag low and has NE strike.

Instrument ;MxMn 19 

Coil Spacing ; 200m

Sheet 2 of2

Frequency ;1760 Hz. 

Date ;Sept 05 .95

ri r Ci r PnnrliK-t- i \r i h v Th i PA r.amol- f r .



AiNoMALi L.\ l tir f IAC. 1.11 l uN

Grid ; McQuibban 94-1 Company ; Noranda Mining 6 Expl.

J Anomaly

A

Al

A2

Center Axia

800W/200N

600W/175N

400W/150N

200W/150N

0+00/135N

400E/125N

600E/100N

800E/50N

1000E/30N

1200E/25N

1400E/20S

1600E/70S

1800E/ 70S

Width

-1m

M

fi

tl

II

1m

it

ft

20m

1m

1m

2m

3m

I/P

-7

-12

-6

-18

-12

-23

-30

-35

-23

-19

-22

-14

-13

0/P

-8

-16

-10

-17

-15

-17

-13

-17

-22

-14

-8

-8

-13

o*.

4

4

3

7

5

11

17

20

7

9

33

19

7

d

52m

30m

30m

38m

30m

24m

26m

22m

16m

36m

50m

34m

50m

cr*

1.4

1.4

1.1

2.5

1.8

4.0

6.1

7.2

2.5

3.2

11.8

6.8

2.5

Dip

N.V.

tt

11

II

II

It

It

II

It

It

tl

"

it

near 1200m strike extending beyond grid west and faulted at creek

( z L-1600w). Very little or no negative amplitud compared to

grid east (in conjuct. with highmag).

faulted at both east/west limits. Closely coupled with Bl.

near 1500m strike faulted westerly extends beyond grid east.

closely coupled with B2.

d = depth

Instrument ; 

Coil Spacing ;

Sheet of l 

Conductivity Thickness **

Frequency ;1760 

Date ;

Hz.

- Response Parameter.
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Grid

Anoma ly

A

Al

A2

A2

A2

A2

B
l~~ DI "

B2

C

1

r""" "

Center Axig

2000W/100N

800W/200N

400E/125N

600E/100N

800E/050N

1000E/035N

2800W/275N

LOOOW/450N

600E/350N

Width

1m

tl

M

tf

M

M

It

It

If

I/P

-2

-3

-8

-12

-14

-7

-4

-6

-4

0/P

-2

-3

-10

-11

-13

-10

-5

-9

-12

oC

1.5

4

4

6

7

4

3

3

1

; McQuibban 94-1

d

60m

70m

46m

50m

48m

40m

64m

40m

16m

cr
2.1

5.7

5.7

8.6

10

5.7

4.3

4.3

1.4

Dip

N.V.

H

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

Company ; Noranda M S E . Plan 2

near 500m strike, weakens westerly, faulted east

near 1100m strike, faulted both extremes

near 1500m, strike, faulted westerly, extends beyond grid east

extends beyond grid west, near 900m strike

near 1300m strike, faulted both extremes

near 900m strike, faulted westerly, non detected easterly

not completely defined

Instrument ; MxMn 19 

Coil Spacing ; 200m

Sheet L of l

Frequency ; 440 Hz. 

Date ;Sept 05,95.

d - depth ^ Conductivity Thickness Response Parameter.
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7. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

3.1 Physical Overview
The parts of the CSM-19 magnetomeier/gradiomeier are a? follows.

* The sensor is a dual coil type designed to reduce noise and improve gradient tolerance. The 
coils are electrostatically shielded and contain a proton rich liquid in a pyre x bottle, which 
also acts as an RF resonator.

* The sensor cable is coaxial, typically RC-58/U, up to 100m long.
* The staff is made of strong aluminum tubing sections (plastic staff optional). This construction 

allows for a selection of sensor elevations above ground during surveys. For best precision the 
full staff length should be used. Recommended sensor separation in gradiometer mode is one 
staff section (56cm from sensor axis lo sensor axis), although two or more sections are 
sometimes used for maximum sensitivity.

* The console contains all the electronic circuitry. It has a 16 key keyboard, a 4 x 20 character 
alphanumeric display, and sensor and power/input/output connectors. The keyboard also 
serves as an ON-OFF switch.

* The power/input/output connector also serves as RS232C input/output and optionally as 
analog output and/or contact closure triggering input.

* The keyboard, front pane!, and connectors are sealed i. e. the instrument can operate under 
rain) conditions.

* The charger has 2 levels of charging full and trickle, switching automatically from one to 
another . Inpul is normally 110V 50'60Hz. Optionally. 12 VDC inpjt can be provided.

* The all-metal housing of the console guarantees excellent EM! protection.

gS//- 19 Instructs. Moivo'

2. INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS

2.1 Magnetometer f Gradiometer
Resolution: 0.01 nT (gamma\ magnetic field and gradieni.

Accuracy: 0.2 nT over operating range.

Range: 20,000 lo 120,000 nT, automatic tuning requiring initial set-up.

Gradient Tolerance: Over 10.000 nT/m

Operating interval: 3 seconds minimum, faster opliona'. Reading- initiated from key 
board. external trigger, or carriage return via RS-232-C. 

Input/Output: 6 pin weatherproof connector, RS-232C, and (optional) analog
output . 

Power Requirements: 12V. 200 m.A peal (during polarization'. 3C mA standby . 3ODmA
peal, in gradiometer mode. 

Powe- Source: Internal 12 V, 1.9 Ah sealed lead-acid ba'te-y standard, other* op 
tional. An Externa' 12V po\\er source ea-, a'io be used 

Battery Charger: Input: 1 10 220 VAC, 50'60 Hz and or 12 VDC (oprional..
Output: 12V dual level charging

Operating Ranges: Temperature: -40 *C to +60 *C.
Battery Voltage: 10.0 V minimum to 15V maximum.
Humidity: up to 90 D/.. relative, non condensing. 

Storage Temperature: -50*C lo *65"C 

Dimensions: Console: 223 x 69 x 240mm.
Sensor staff: 4 K 450mm sections.
Sensor: 170 x 71 mm d'a
Weight: Console 2. 1kg Staft 0.9kg Sensors 1.1kg each."



SURVEY PROCEDURE

MAGNETICS 

Theory:

The magnetic method is based on measuring alteration in the 

shape and magnitude of the earth's naturally occurring magnetic 

field caused by changes in the magnetization of the rocks in the 

earth.

These changes in magnetization are due mainly to the 

presence of the magnetic minerals, of which the most common is 

magnetite, and to a lesser extent ilmenite, pyrrhotite, and some 

less common minerals.

Magnetic anomalies in the earth's field are caused by 

changes in two types of magnetization: induced and remanent 

(permanent). Induced magnetization is caused by the magnetic 

field being altered and enhanced by increases in the magnetic 

susceptibility of the rocks, which is a function of the 

concentration of the magnetic minerals.

Remanent magnetism is independent of the earth's magnetic 

field, and is the permanent magnetization of the magnetic 

particles (magnetite, etc.) in the rocks. This is created when 

these particles orient themselves parallel to the ambient field 

when cooling. This magnetization may not be in the same 

direction as the present earth's field, due to changes in the 

orientation of the rock or the field.



The most common method of measuring the total magnetic 

field in ground exploration is with a proton precession 

magnetometer. This device measures the effect of the magnetic 

field on the magnetic dipole of hydrogen protons. This dipole 

is caused by the "spin" of the proton, and in a magnetometer 

these dipoles in a sample of hydrogen-rich fluid are oriented 

parallel to a magnetic field applied by an electric coil 

surrounding the sample. After this magnetic field is removed, 

the dipoles begin to precess (wobble) around their orientation 

under the influence of the ambient earth's magnetic field. The 

frequency of this precession is proportional to the earth's 

magnetic field intensity.

Field Method:

The magnetics data was collected with an EDA PPM 350 proton 

procession magnetometer, which measures the absolute value of 

the earth's magnetic field to an accuracy of */- l gammas. The 

magnetometer was carried down the survey line by a single 

operator, with the sensor mounted on an aluminum pole to remove

it from any surface geologic noise. Readings were taken at 

12.5m intervals.

The readings were corrected for changes in the earth's 

total field (diurnal drift) with an EDA PPM 400 base station 

magnetometer, which recorded readings every 30 seconds as the 

survey was being conducted. The data from both magnetometers 

was then dumped with a computer and base corrected values were 

computed.
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I Richard Daigle of Timmins, Ontario

Certify

1. l have received an Electronic Technologist Certificate in 
1979 from Radio College of Canada, Toronto, ON.

2. I have been computer literate and utilized geophysical 
equipment for fifteen years.

3. Experienced Max-Min ( HLEM ) interpretations along with field 
operations under the supervision of John Betz, 1979- 81.

4. Geophysicist Assistant for Kidd Creek Mines under the 
supervision of Mr. Doug Londry, 1981- 85.

5. Fulfilled geophysical contracts in NE Ontario, 1985-87.

6. Fulfilled geophysical contracts ( IP, HLEM, MAG, SP ) in 
Eastern Canada and submitted reports, 1987- 92.

7. I have been employed by M.C. Exploration Services Inc as 
Geophysical Evaluator for the past three years.

8. I have no direct interest in the property reported upon.

Timmins, ON

Mr. R. J. Daigle



The MaxMin I ground EM Systems are designed for mineral and water explora 
tion and for geoengineering applications. They expand the highly popular MaxMin 
II and III EM System concepts. The frequency range is extended to seven octaves 
from four. The ranges and numbers off coil separations are increased and new 
operating modes are added. The receiver can also be used independently for 
measurements with powerline sources. The advanced spheric and powerline noise 
rejection is further improved, resulting in faster and more accurate surveys, par 
ticularly at larger coil separations. Several receivers may be operated along a single 
reference cable.

Mating plug in data acquisition computer is available for use with Maxmin I for 
automatic digital data acquisition and processing. The computer specifications are 
in a separate data sheet.



C ..

Hoi ..l l Mi l. w r Si

dll ,UO Ut

110. 220. 440. 880. 1760. 3520. 
7040 and 14080 Hz. plus 50/60 Hz 
powerkne frequency (recover only}.

MAX. 1 . Horizontal loop mode (Transm*- 
ter and receiver ccrf planes horizontal 
and coplanar].

MAX 2: Vertical coplanar loop mode 
[Transmitter and receiver cot planes 
vertxa) and coplanar).

MAX 3: Vertical coaxial loop mode 
(Transmitter and receiver cot planes 
vertcat and coaxial).

MIN 1 Perpendicular loop mode 1 
(Transmitter col plane horizontal and 
receiver cot plane verteal).

MIN 2: Perpendicular loop mode 2 
(Transmitter coil plane vertical and 
receiver cot plane horizontal].

125. 25 50. 75. 100. 125. 150. 
200. 250. 300. fc 400 metres (stand 
ard).

10. 20. 4O. 60. 80. 100. 120. 160. 
2OO. 24O S 320 metres (selected won 
gnd switch nsde of recewer).

50. 100. 200. 3OO. 400. 500. 600. 
800. 1000. 1200 fc 1600 feet 
[selected with gnd switch nside of 
receiver).

m-Phase and quadrature components of 
the secondary magnebc held. r "fc of 
primary [transmitted] held.
Field ampktude and/or Ut of 50/60 Hz 
powertne held.

Analog drect readouts on edgewise pane) 
meters for n-phase. quadrature and Ut. 
and for 5O/6OHZ amphtude. (Addtnnal 
d^tal readouts when usng the OAa tar 
whch ntarfaong and controls ara prowd- 
ed for

Anatag n-phase and quadrature scales: 
0*4-*. 0 2O%. O*1OO1l. switch 
activated. Analog Ut scale: 0 75\ 
grade [Digital m-phese and quad. 
O  102.4**).

Analog n-phese and quadrature O 05* 
to 05*. analog Ut 1 * grade. [Ogptat 
ivpheee and quadrature 0.1 *).

t005*to   1 * normaly. depandng 
on frequency, col separabon ^ conoV 
uons.

Survay aapcn:

dipola

Incur com:

Hecaivor 
power

Recaiwvr Mai^nc

Powerlme comb filter, cononuous 
spherics nase ckppmg. autaadjusuiQ 
une constant and other f*arna.

Receiver signal and reference wamng 
kghcs to indcate pocanual errors.

From surface down to 1.5 Unas oat 
separation used.

110Hz:220Atm* 
220 Hz: 215 Aon* 
440 Ht 210 Aon* 
880 Ht 200 Awn-

1760 Hr 160 Ann1
3520 He 80 Aim*
7040Kc AOAun1

14090He

Light weight unshelded 4/2 conductor
tefton cable for maxrnum temperature 
range end for mnmum frctun. Pin mm 
specify cable lengths requred.

Voce communcauon tnk prowlad for 
operators vn the reference cabto.

Four standard 9V batteries [O.SAh. 
akakne]. Life 30 hrs cononuous duty, 
less n cold weather RecharoMbto bav 
tery and charger opbon awaJabto.

Rechargeable sealed gel type toad and 
12V-13Ah batteries (4*6\l-6'tiAt\} n 
canvas baft. Optional 12V-8Ah kght duty 
belt peck available.

For 110-120/220-240VAC. 50/607 
400 Hz and 12-15VDC supply oparauon. 
automaoc float charge mode, three 
charge status ndcator hgnta Output 
14.4V-1.25A nomnaL

-4O m * 60 degrees COCUK

B kg. ndudrg the two negral terma cor 
ed antennas (9 kg w*h data acq. 
compucar).

16 kg w*h standard 12V-13Ah battery
peck.
14 kg wen kght duty 12V-8Ah pack.

6O kg plus weqht of referano
wMyhc: 2.8 kg per 100 rracreepkjs after opunrt 

itams t any.

One spare transmitter battery pack. 
one spare transmitter battery charger, 
two spare transmtter retract* con- 
necong cords, one spars si 
batteries.

Spacrfcatnns subject to change wxhout noufcaun.

P O. Box 818. Uxbridge 
Ontano. Canada LOG 1KO

Telephones: 416-640-6102 
416-852-5875

Fax 416-852-9688
Telex: 06-966625 APEXPARA UX8 
Cables: APEXPARA TORONTO



SURVEY PROCEDURE

MAX-MIN II 

Theory;

The Max-Min II is a frequency domain, horizontal loop 

electromagnetic (HLEM) system, based on measuring the response 

of conductors to a transmitted, time varying electromagnetic 

field.

The transmitted, or primary EM field is a sinusoidally 

varying field at any of five different frequencies. This field 

induces an electromotive force, (emf), or voltage, in any 

conductor through which the field passes. This is defined by:

OE.dl= O (the Faraday Induction Principle)
t

where E is the electric field strength in volts/metre (and so 

OE.dl is the emf around a closed loop) and O is the magnetic 

flux through the conductor loop. This emf causes a "secondary" 

current to fluw in the conductor in turn generating a secondary 

electromagnetic field.

This changing secondary field induces an emf in the 

receiver coil (by the Farady law) at the same frequency, but 

which differs from the primary field in magnitude and phase. 

The difference in phase (the phase angle) is a function of the 

conductance of the conductor(s), both the target and the 

overburden and host rock.

Ill



The magnitude of the secondary is also dependant on the 

conductance, and also on the dimensions, depth, and geometry of 

the target, as well as on the interference from overburden and 

the host rock.

These two parameters (phase angle and magnitude) are 

measured by measuring the strength of the secondary field in two 

components: the real field or that part "in-phase" with the 

primary field; and the imaginary field, or that part in 

"quadrature" or 90 degrees out of phase from the primary field.

The magnitude and phase angle of the response is also a 

function of the frequency of the primary field. A higher 

frequency field generates a stronger response to weaker 

conductors, but a lower frequency tends to pass through weak 

conductors and penetrate to a greater depth. The lower 

frequency also tends to energise the full thickness of a 

conductor, and gives a better measure of its true conductivity- 

thickness product (conductance).

For these reasons two or more frequencies are usually used; 

the lower for penetration and accurate measure of good 

conductors, and the higher frequency for strong response to weak 

conductors.

Distinction between conductive targets, overburden, and 

host rock responses are made by studying the shape of the 

secondary field, and the difference in the frequency responses.

IV



The transmitted primary field also creates an emf in the 

receiver coil, which is much stronger that the secondary, and 

which must be corrected for by the receiver. This is done by 

electronically creating an emf in the receiver, whose magnitude 

is determined by the distance from receiver to transmitter as 

set on the receiver, and whose phase is derived from the 

receiver via an interconnecting wire. 

Field Method;

The Max-Min II survey was carried out in the "maximum 

coupled" mode (horizontal co-planar). The transmitter and 

receiver are carried in-line down the survey line separated by a 

constant distance (in this case 200m) with the receiver leading. 

Three transmitter frequencies were used: 440 Hz, 1760 Hz, and 

3520 Hz and readings were taken every 25m. The transmitter and 

receiver are connected by i c.jble, for phase reference and 

<.iperatt.tr commiinicat ion .



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ontario

Report of Work Conducted 
After Recording Claim

Mining Act

Transaction Number

Personal Information collected on this form is obtained under the authority of the Mining Art. This information will be used for correspondence. Questions abu*. 
this collection should be directed to the Provincial Manager. Mining Lands. Ministry of Northern Development and Mines. Fourth Boor. 159 Cedar Street. 
Sudbury. Ontario. P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264. ' ^ - s\ f\ Q CL

Instructions: - Please type or print and submit in duplicate.
- Refer to the Mining Act and Regulations for 

Recorder.
- A separate copy of this form must be comp
- Technical reports and maps must accompai
- A sketch, showing the claims the work is a:

42H10SEOOO1 216395 MCQUIBBAN 900
Recorded HoMerfr) CB*m fj^ .   A

Address \ SO- PWP- f^\ U R O** ^ -*Y ^ o 1 1 K- 2**^ 3 Tetephone No

Mining Division . Y Township/Area ' M or G Plan No.

^^ F  Juw* -T, ma" To: S,*?T*i8**. la, WJ-

Work Performed (Check One Work Group Only)
Work Group

Geotechnical Survey

Physical Work. 
Including Drilling

Rehabilitation

Other Authorized 
Work

Assays

Assignment from 
Reserve

Type

U.*. - M^ *"* "**H:W **""-*'*-}'S

Total Assessment Work Claimed on the Attached Statement of Costs S ' " f&.&i . -

Note: The Minister may reject for assessment work credit all or part of the assessment work submitted if the recorded 
holder cannot verify expenditures claimed in the statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification.

Persons and Survey Company Who Performed the Work (Give Name and Address of Author of Report)
Name Address

9. 0.

M U M

RECEIVbU

(attach a schedule K necessary)

Certification of Beneficial Interest * See Note No. 1 on reverse side

l certify that at the time the work was performed, the claims covered 'm this work 
report were recorded In the current holder's name or held under a beneficial interest 
by the current recorded holder.

Date

*y JAN 241996

MIN

Certification of Work Report
l certify that l have a personal knowledge of the facts set forth in this Work report, having performed the work or witnessed same during and/or after 
its completion and annexed report Is true.

Name and Address of Pereon Certifying

For Office Use Only



Details for Nork Report l NEONT96.003 Page l
4— ——————————— i

Hork Reportl 
for Applying 

Reserve
4 ———————————— t

14 ———————— ̂
1

4 ———————————— i

1
4 ————————————

4 ————————————

4 ————————————

t ————————————

4 ————————————

4 ————————————

4 ————————————

4 ————————————

4 ————————————

4 ————————————

4 ————————————

1

14 ——— —————————

1
4 —————————————

1
4 ————————————

1
4 ————————————

1

1

1
4 —————————————

1
4 —————————————

1
4 —————————————

1
4 —————————————

Claii Nuiber l of 
(see note 2) Claii 

Units

L 1,205,4931 12

L 1,205,4941 16

L 1,205,4951 16

L 1,205,4961 4

L 1,205,4971 4
, ———————————— 4 ————

, ——————————— 4 ————

y ———————————— 4 ————

h ——————————— 4 ————

y ——————————— 4 ———— 

y ———————————— 4 ————

4 ———————————— 4 ————

t ———————————— 4 ————

( ——————— 4 ——

4 ———————————— 4 ————

t ———————————— 4 ————

t ———————————— 4 ———— 

4 ———————————— 4 ————

1

1 1
4 ———————————— 4 ————

1 1

l ........L—
i i
4 ——————————— 4 ————

1 1
4 ——————————— 4 ————

1 1 
4 ———————————— 4 ————

1 1

1 1
4 ———————————— 4 ————

1 14 ———————————— 4 ————

1 1
4 ———————————— 4 ————

1 1
4 ———————————— 4 ———— 
4 ———————————— 4

1 5|
4.. ————————— ..4

k

^

y

.

i-

- 

k

h

^

k

k

t

t 

t

t

t

i
1

1

1

1
4

1
4

1
4 

1

Value of Assesientl Value Applied 
Hork Done to this Claii 

on this Claii

4,417.00 | 4,417.00

5,520.00 | 5,520.00 1

6,359.00 | 6,359.00

1,236.00 | 1,236.00

1,236.00 | 1,236.00
———————————————— 4 ————————————————

- ___ -U— __ J
1

———————————————— 4 ————————————————

1
4 ————————— ————— — 4 —————————————— ——

1
————————————————— 4 —————————————————

, __ ----L- ....-.-...~~

. ___ .-l. __ ...-ih —————————————— 4 ——————————————

1
4 ————————————————— 4 —————————————————

1
4 ———————————————— 4 ————————————————

1

1 
4 ————————————————— 4 —————————————————

1 
4 ————————————————— 4 —————————————————

1 
4 ————————————————— 4 —————————————————

14 ————————————————— 4 —————————————————

1 __ ——U————
1

4 ————————————————— 4 —————————————————

4 ————————————————— 4 —————————————————

1 
4 ————————————————— 4 —————————————————

1 
4 ————————————————— 4 —————————————————

1 
4 ———————————————— 4 ————————————————

1
4 ————————————————— 4 —————————————————

| 18,768.00 | 18,768.00
4 — — ————— ——————— 4- — — — ————— — ——

-

1

Values Assigned 1 
f r 01 this Claii

h ————————— ]

h ——————————— ̂

2 A i S' -*— i-v-i
, ____ J

i
1

1 4 ———— —————— ̂

....——————- ——— J

K ———————————————————

J ———————————————————

4.-

4 ——————————— ̂

.... ___ ...,

4 ————————————————

* ^ —

1

4 —————————————————

1
4 —————————————————

| 0.00
A... —— ——————— -- —— -~-

' 

Reserve: Hork to bel 
ClaiMd at 

a Future Date

1 

^

————————— t

^.-^————1o o t i
O —— - ̂ —^1——4

.. .. ..!

————

h ————

————

^

————
————
————
———— 
————

————

o.ooi
Total Nuiber 

of Claiis
Total Value Hork 

Done
Total Value 
Vork Applied

Total Assigned 
Froi

Total Reserve

Credits you are ci ailing in this report wy be cut back. In order to liniiize the adverse affects of such deletions, 
please indicate fm which claiis you wish to priorize the deletion of credits. Please lark (x) one of the following:4-4 
l.| j Credits are to be cut back starting with the claiis listed last, working backwards.4-4 

•f-*
2.l j Credits are to be cut back equally over all claiis contained in this report of work. 4-4 

4-4
3.j j Credits are to be cut back as prior i zed on the attatched appendix. 4-4 

4-4
4.|x| Credits are to be cut back starting with the claiis that have reserve credits. 4-4
In the event that you have not specified your choice of priority, option one will be iipleiented.

RECil v ED

Ik JAN i 4 1996

MINING' F^'^

Note 1: Exaiples of beneficial Interest are unrecorded transfers, option payients, leiorandui of agreeaents, etc.,
with respect to the lining claiis. 

Note 2: If work has been per f or IM on patented or leased land, please coiplete the following:

I certify that the recorded holder had a beneficial interest in (Signature 
the patented or leased land at the tiie the work was perforied. |

Date



Ontario

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ministere du 
Devetoppement du Nord 
el des mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

ttat des couts aux fins 
du credit devaluation

Mining Act/Lol sur les mines

Transaction No./N* de transaction

ara,

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority 
of the Mining Act. This information win be used to maintain a record and 
ongoing status of the mining ctoimfs). Questions about this collection should 
be directed to the Provincial Manager. Minings Lands. Ministry of Northern 
Development and Mines. 4th Floor. 159 Cedar Street. Sudbury. Ontario 
P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

Les renseignemenis personnels contemn dans la presente formule sont 
recueiWs en vertu de la Lol sur lee mines et serviront a tenir a jour un registre 
des concessions minieres. Adresser toute question sur la coflece de ces 
renseignements au chef provincial des terrains miniers. minister* du 
Devetoppement du Nord et des Mines. 159. rue Cedar. 4* etage. Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

1. Direct Costs/CoOts directs

Type

Wage* 
SaWres

Contractor's 
and Consultant's 
Fees 
DroHsde 
(•entrepreneur 
et d* I'expert- 
conseN

Supplies Used 
Fournftureft 
utrasees

Equipment 
Rental 
Location de

Description

Labour 
Main-d'oeuvre
Field Supervision 
Supervision sur to terrain

Type 
Li f\M2. rSoTTll^

Mfc6- 2}c'C.ue-T"

W A* Hiw^ufcvaf-
Type

Type

Amount 
Montant

ta*~

|*W-~
wft"

s\eo."

Total Direct Cost* 
Total des coots directs

Totals 
Total global

600.~

\t\ti~

W"

2. Indirect Costs/CoOts Indlrects
* * Note: When claiming Rehabilitation work Indirect costs are not 

allowable as assessment work.
Pour le remboursement des travaux de rehabilitation, tes 
couts indirect* ne sont pas admissibles en tant que travaux 
d'evaluation.

Type

Transportation 
Transport

Food and 
Lodging 
Nourriture et
hMMrgement
Mobilization and 
Demobilization 
Mobilisation et 
dAmoMlsation

Description

TW*

Amount 
Montant

Sub Total of Indirect Costs 
Total partlef des coot* Indlrects

Amount ABowable (not greater than M* of Direct Coats) 
Montant admissible (n'excedant pas 20 H des coOts dkects)
Total Value of Assessment Credtt Vatour totals du credN 
(TeM of Direct and AOowaM* tf'tvaiuatfon 
bnflraet eoatsl (Total dM coOU dbKtt

Totals 
Total global

•iki

Note: The recorded holder will be required to verify expenditures claimed in 
this statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification. If 
verification is not made, the Minister may reject for assessment work 
aO or part of the assessment work submitted.

Note : Letitulaireenregistr* sera tenu de verifier tos depensesdBmandtes dans 
le present etat des couts dans les 30 jours suivant une demande a eel 
effet. Si la verification n'est pas effectuee. le ministre peut rejeter tout 
ou une partie des travaux d'evaluation presenters.

Filing Discounts

1. Work filed within two years of completion is claimed at KXWfe of 
the above Total Value of Assessment Credit.

Remises pour depot

1. Les travaux deposes dans les deux ans suivant tour achievement sont

2. Work filed three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
50*M) of the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 
calculations below:

(Total Value of Assessment Credit Total Assessment Claimed

x 0.50

2. Les travaux deposes trois. quatre ou cinq ans apres tour achevement 
sont rembourses a 50 to de to valour totato du credit d'evaluation 
susmentionne. Voir les calcute ci-dessous.

Vatour totato du credit d'evalualion

x 0.50

Evaluation totato de ides

Certification Verifying Statement of Costs

l hereby certify:
that the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs 
were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands shown 
on the accompanying Report of Work form.

that
(Recorded HoMer. Agent. Position inO

. l am authorized

'o make this certification
RECEIVED

Attestation de I'etat des coOts

J'atteste par la presente :
que les montants indiques sont le plus exact possible et que ces 
depenses ont ete engagees pour effectuer les travaux d'evaluation 
sur les terrains indiques dans la formule de rapport de traval cHoint

:̂ JAN Z 4 1996 '* 

MINING LANDS BRANCH

Et qu'a trtre de
(titular*

je suis autorise

a faire

 nregistrt. fvprtesntwl. poll*) occup^ davis ta comptgnfe)

ittestation.

)212 (0*91) Note : Dans cette formuieT

Date

kxsqo'il deiigne des personnes. le masculin est utUi*4 au sew neutre.



Ontario
Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ministere du
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines

April 16, 1996

Geoscience Approvals Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: (705) 670-5853 
Fax: (705) 670-5863

Our File: 2.16395 
Transaction /: W9680.00054

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development 6 Mines
4 Government Road East
Kirkland Lake, Ontario
P2N 1A2

Dear Mr. Spooner:

SUBJECT: APPROVAL OF ASSESSMENT WORK CREDIT OH MINING LAND, CLAIMS 
L.1205493 BT AL IN MCQUIBBAN TOWNSHIP

Assessment work credit has been approved as outlined on the 
Declaration of Assessment Work Form accompanying this submission. 
The credit has been approved under Section 14, Geophysics 
(MAG,EM) of the Assessment Work Regulation.

The approval date is April 12, 1996.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please 
contact Lucille Jerome at (705) 670-5858.

Yours sincerely, 
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY:

Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section 
Mining and Land Management Branch 
Mines and Minerals Division

LBJ/jl 
Enclosure:

cc: Resident Geologist
Kirkland Lake, Ontario

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, Ontario
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CD 
O 
CO

8500

LEGEND

Total Field Magnetic Plan

58000nT subtracted from labeled Data

CONTOURS

50 nT Interval, 56500-60900nT 
100 nT Interval, 56600-60900nT
5OO nT Interval, 565OO SOSOOnT

Base Station ; 1375W/ 025N
58620 nanoTesla Reference Field

3391 Stations @ 12.5m intervals; 42.075Km
49400 to 60921nT Range, 58333nT mean

INSTRUMENTS

Azimuth 
N105or

CEIVED

JAN 241996

MINING LANDS BRANCH

^163 9

BASELINE

PLAN 2
TERRAPLUS GSM -19, portable unit 

TERRAPLUS GSM -19, Base station unit

100
Scale 1:5000 

o 100 200 300

(meters)

Noranda Mining 8c Exploration
Magnetic Survey 

McQuibban 94-1 Grid
McQuibban Township, NTS: 42-H f SE 

Larder Lake Mining Division
M. C. Exploration Services Inc. August 1995.

42H10SE0001 2 16395 MCQUIBBAN 210
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NING U\NDS BRANC

163 95
Azimuth

N1050 T
BASELINE

MAX-MIN HORIZONTAL LOOP LEGEND
1 cm. = 20 

FREQUENCY 440 Hz

IN PHASE 

OUT PHASE

Noranda Mining^ -icExploration

McQui
Survey, 

an 94-1 fendScale 1:5000 
o 100 200

McQuibban Township, NTS: 42-H f SE 
Larder Lake Mining Division

M. C. Exploration Services Inc. August 1995.



l.vi-'. -ANDS BRANC

. 183

Azimutl^ 
N1050T' BASELINE

-MIN HORIZONTAL LOOP LEGEND
1 cm. s 20 7* 

FREQUENCY 1760 Hz

IN PHASE 
OUT PHASE

COIL SEP^ATION 
+20%

PLAN 4

Nor an da Mining A ExplorationOUT PHASE

HLEM Survey 
McQuibban 94-1 Grid

Scale 1:5000
O 100 200 McQuibban Township, NTS: 42-H SE 

Larder Lake Mining Division
42H10SE0001 2 16395 MCQUIBBAN M. C. Exploration Services Inc. August 1995.
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MINING LANDS BRANCH

2.163 9

Azimuth BASELINE

IN HORIZONTAL LOOP LEGEND
1 cm. = 20 

FREQUENCY 3520 Hz

IN PHASE 

OUT PHASE

COIL SEPARATION 
200 m.

PLAN 5

Noranda Mining 8c Exploration
HLEM Survey 

McQuibban 94-1 Grid
Scale 1:5000 

o 100 200 McQuibban Township, NTS: 42-H f SE 
Larder Lake Mining Division

M. C. Exploration Services Inc. August 1995.

42H10SE0001 2 16395 MCQUIBBAN 240


